
THE SOLFEGE BLUES
Measure 5 Snap both hands right, then left.
Measure 6 Facing slightly left, both thumbs move to chest two times.
Measure 7-8 Shake right hand 4 times to right., then left hand 4 times to left.

Hands should be relaxed with fingers downward.
Measure 9-12 Repeat as in Measure 5-8.
Measure 13-14 Right hand “wipes sweat” off forehead first three beats and flicks fingers to right on

beat 4. Repeat with left hand,
Measure 15-16 Do entire major scale with Kodaly hand signs.
Measure 17-20 Repeat as in Measure 5-8.
Measure 21-22 Cross arms over chest and hold.
Measure 23 Snap with left hand on beat 1, snap with right hand on beat 2, both hands to sides of

mouth (as if yelling) on beat 3.
Measure 24 Clasp hands at waist level and “pose” as opera singer and hold.
Measure 25 Right thumb over right shoulder and hold through Measure 26.
Measure 26 Left  hand, palm down to left side as if saying “no.”
Measure 27 Sway left then right shaking both index fingers forward 4 times.
Measure 28 Place hands together as if ‘praying and look up OR place both hands on both sides of

head as if “crazy.”
Measure 29-44 Repeat movements as before.
Measure 45-48 Face left and sway  RT, LT, RT and then step left, step right and face front then step

forward with left and face right. Repeat movements to the right side as done to the left
(using opposite directions and feet).

Measure 49-50 Do entire major scale with Kodaly hand signs.
Measure 51-52 After signing “Do” above head, release hands up and out shaking jazz hands as they

come down to sides.
Measure 53 Hands up about shoulder high with palms up as if “presenting” something.
Measure 54 All spin or turn quickly in complete circle.
Measure 55 Repeat as before OR “Scissor Step” in with right, foot,  step out with left foot, step in

with left foot, step out with right foot.
Measure 56 Repeat as before OR both thumbs to chest and hold.
Measure 57-58 Repeat as before OR hold thumbs to chest and bend knees for 4 beats and then stand

for 4 beats.
This move should be nice and slow.

Measure 59-62 Repeat as first time OR repeat doing the second choreography.
Measure 63-66 Repeat as first time.
Measure 67-68 Repeat as in measure 5-6.
Measure 69 Shake right hand 4 times to right.
Measure 70 Repeat as in measure 6.
Measure 71 Shake left hand 4 times to left.
Measure 72-73 Do Kodaly hand signs according to syllable sung in choral.
Measure 74 Hands to side of face. “Home Alone” pose.
Measure 75 Hands down to side.
Measure 76-77 Do Kodaly hand signs according to syllable sung in choral.
Measure 78 Body can be in any standing  position, facing different directions.

Everyone throw hands away from body on “blues” and hold position.


